
Read and pray through Romans 12 and take some time to ask the Holy Spirit to
challenge you in the areas that need growth in your life. 
Even though we are still in the midst of uncertainty because of the pandemic,
consider what you would like your church relationships to look like. Don’t be put
off by thinking that right now it may not be possible or things could change at any
moment, but consider how you will make space for community before life fills up
with busy schedules again - even if it can only be into the future. 

This week we spoke about love and what that looks like in the church community.
Jesus, on the night before he was crucified, instructed his disciples to love one
another because this is the way that the world would know that they were followers of
Christ. Miracles, prophesy, good deeds and so on are all a wonderful part of our
Christian faith, but without love they are simply worthless (1 Corinthians 13) 

Romans 12 shows us in beautiful detail what a healthy church community should look
like and the practices we should be engaging in. For the practice this week: 
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PLEASE NOTE: You are welcome to use either this resource or the content from the 21 Days of Prayer Daily Devotions in
your Micro-Community Groups. It's entirely up to you. The summary of the teaching below is provided for those who not able
to view the video clip prior to their meeting. 
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Consider joining or starting a micro-community of 2-4 people that you meet with
on a regular basis to grow in spiritual formation together. You don’t need to have
to be a spiritual guru to do this ;) Materials, discussion, videos etc. will be sent to
you every week. Also, try not to immediately discount the idea based on a busy
schedule - how often you meet, what time you, meet and where you meet are all
things that can be adjusted so that you can make some space for it. If you don’t
know who to invite or join, then contact the church office and we will help you
connect. 
If you are attending the meeting next Sunday, make a mental note (a reminder on
your phone if you have to) to connect and have a quick chat with someone you
don’t know. This can be stretching, but a culture of font footed relationship
building is what we are after. Try not to make it a once off occasion, but challenge
yourself to engage outside of your comfort zone. Many lonely people are just
waiting for meaningful connections. 


